[a lack of] ease of deployment, confusion in the market with
lots of different tools and different suppliers, and a weak or
nonexistent IT function within smaller firms that maybe can’t
afford to have those people available to help.”
Matteo Picariello, Italy’s trade commissioner to Canada,
also spearheads Machines Italia, a project that helps connect
Canadian manufacturers with Italian machinery. He believes
the size of the company has a lot to do with how comfortable
it is with new technologies.
Picariello explained, “In Italy, a few years ago, had a huge
government funding to support IIoT digitalization. We found
that out of the companies with more than 50 employees, 98%
apply for these [funds], while companies under 50 employees,
it was less than 50%.”

THE VALUE OF TECHNOLOGY
Areas of IIoT use that are still lagging among our respondents
are developing new products (16%) and developing new

services or revenue streams (18%). However, among those who
identify as currently applying IIoT, 31% are developing new
services and 27% are developing new products.
Sterian said, “That may be a problem around product design
and development and the capacity we have in Canada versus
other places. A lot of companies manufacture, they don’t
design their own products. We need to link manufacturing a lot
closer to design.”
Myers observed, “New technologies enable a much
more rapid approach to product design and engineering
development, as well as much greater flexibility to manufacture
more customized types of products. But it’s how the data is
used to create customer value that really counts,” he said
“Technologies are leading to more of a service focus for
manufacturing.”
Scott McNeil-Smith is EMC’s vice-president, Manufacturing
Sector Performance. The organization contributes knowledge,
expertise and resources to more than 13,000 member
manufacturers across Canada.
He raised the example of an EMC member company in

GREATEST THREAT
IF NOT INVESTING
117 replies

Falling behind the competition

68%

Pricing pressure as a result of
commoditization or automation

46%

Low margins

40%

Customer losses

34%

Disruption by industry outsiders

29%

INVESTING PRIORITY OVER
THE PAST 12 MONTHS

6%

Other

%

AVERAGE

Data capturing

73%

$68,700

Cloud

65%

$61,000

Robotics, automation

56%

$129,800

Digital transformation

55%

$75,000

IIoT/M2M

49%

$65,600

3D printing, additive manufacturing

33%

$58,700

Artificial intelligence

30%

$60,800

Virtual reality

21%

$50,900
140 replies

PANDEMIC IMPACT – 130 replies
CHANGE IN
INVESTMENT LEVEL

TIMEFRAME

Decrease

35%

Longer

44%

No change

50%

No change

42%

Increase

15%

Brought forward

14%

Continued on page 17
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Only 8% of 2021 Advanced Manufacturing Outlook respondents are female. Five per cent are 35 and under compared to 41% who are between 56 and 65.



RECRUITING

Youth

QUAKE

How manufacturers can
increase interest in advanced
manufacturing
By Alanna Fairey, Associate Editor,
Canadian Manufacturing magazine

I

n an industry that is constantly evolving, there’s an expectation manufacturers should invest in new technologies that
reflect the times.
According to the 2021 Advanced Manufacturing Outlook

survey, 56% of manufacturers are currently training to upskill

14
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employees as they implement of these new technologies.
Next Generation Manufacturing Canada (NGen) CEO
Jayson Myers said that tremendous labour constraints are
leading to more technology adoption.
“These are all economies with huge constraints around the
amount of people going into manufacturing labour pool,”
Myers explained during Canadian Manufacturing and
PLANT’s 2021 Advanced Manufacturing Outlook roundtable.
“In Canada, we’ve got 25% of the workforce retiring by
2030. And if you look at the first generation cohort coming
into the manufacturing workforce, that is about 6% of the
entire manufacturing labour force in Canada.”
If this trend continues, he predicts manufacturers will
need a 30% increase in productivity to maintain current
levels of output.
“The adoption of digital and advanced technologies is
really becoming much more of a priority because of the many
labour shortages and constraints to accessing people. The
technology requires a very different approach to the skills and
the capabilities of the workforce,” Myers said.
Not all manufacturers share his enthusiasm for advanced
manufacturing technologies.
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Noting 41% of the respondents are in the 56-65 age
demographic, the survey shows 44% believe that decisionmaking at their company is in the hands of elders who are

agreed the younger demographic has an old-fashioned idea
about working in manufacturing.
While this issue is also prominent in Italy and other parts of

frightened of change. Meanwhile, 15% do not see the value in

Europe, Picariello said Germany is an exception due to its

investing in new technologies at their age.

“fantastic” apprenticeships.

Reasons for not investing in advanced manufacturing

“They [Germany] have all these technical schools, which

technology are a lack of skilled talent (47%), resistance to

have 90% employment after the kids leave and it is very

change (41%) and a lack of skills to support the investment

efficient,” Picariello explained. “They set up a similar system in

(28%).

North America, and they’re building up their own training

Dennis Dussin, president of Alps Welding Ltd., said that the
investment of new technology does not eliminate the need for
staff, but rather creates the need for different kinds of
employees with different skill sets.
“I think that’s maybe a false promise of technology – that
you’re going to somehow have massive efficiencies in the

schools for all their [manufacturing] subsidiaries there, which
is a system that’s working.
“From the system provider and from the IIoT manufacturer
[perspective], we need to do a lot in order to tackle a different
way of training and attracting the young people.”
Several advanced manufacturing companies offer co-op

number of people you need, but it doesn’t work that way. You

opportunities to students as a means to close the generational

have to hire more people to maintain [the technology], more

gap and put an end to the misconceptions about the industry.

people to implement it and different people trained to operate
it. [Technology] doesn’t reduce the staff requirement – it leads
to other benefits.”
According to the survey results, 33% of manufacturers are
hiring new talent to pave the way for a new generation of
employees.
Speaking on behalf of Myant Inc., marketing director Hannah
Fung said there is a perception – especially among young
people – that manufacturing is “standing on the line. “
“There’s a perception problem that we as an industry need
to solve, along with the academic institutions, to provide
proper training that’s relevant for advanced manufacturing, but
also to develop curriculum specifically to support it,” Fung
explained. “That is very challenging and requires a lot of
coordination between industry, academia and government.”
Fung said Myant is finding it challenging to recruit young

33% of manufacturers surveyed are hiring new talent.
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On a mission

talent locally, as the textile industry in Canada is not as strong

For Innovative Automation President Steve Loftus, offering

as it is in other parts of the world.

co-ops and jobs to students is a personal mission. His

“We’re hiring people from Southeast Asia, South Asia, South
America – wherever that talent is, we have go get them. The

philosophy? If he hasn’t trained as many people as he has
employed, he is “a robber.”

truth is at the end of the day, we’d like to grow that talent here.

“We’ve taken a lot of time from an HR perspective to

We want to hire new talent. That requires training and so much

make sure – whether it’s day one of their first co-op or a

groundwork. We’re not nearly where we need to be yet.”

15-year employee – they’re productive and adding value to

Italy’s Trade Commissioner to Canada, Matteo Picariello,

the company. Every time that happens, it creates an
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need to be at least a year.”
Noting Canada does not have robust apprenticeship
programs, Dowd praises the German model for apprentice
programs and believes Canada should be looking to other
countries to see what they’re offering in terms of co-ops and
apprenticeships.
“It might be good to see what reports are generated in
model countries, where things work well,” Dowd added.
“Germany seems to have a lot of mid-sized companies and it
15% of manufacturers don’t see the value in investing in new technologies.
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appears to be uniform across the country.”
Acknowledging the importance of co-ops, Irene Sterian,
CEO of ReMAP Network, highlighted another challenge the

opportunity for some other young person to step up and

Canadian market faces – a lack of manufacturing-focused

grow their skill set.”

incubators and accelerators, where employers can find

The Excellence in Manufacturing Consortium (EMC) has an
agreement with the federal government to receive a thousand

young talent.
“There’s too much emphasis on the software and AI type of

placements in co-ops, which in turn provides incentives to

incubators,” she said. “You need a mix of that talent and you

employers. According to EMC President Jean-Pierre Giroux, this

need someplace to draw from.”

opportunity was designed to help the manufacturing sector
create more opportunities for youth.
“I know a lot of companies are using co-op, but we’re hoping
to bring in the smaller and the medium-size companies that
make connections with universities and colleges with the hope

Sterian cited Waterloo, Ont.-based Communitech and its
VeloCity hub, an incubator for early-stage, pre-seed tech
startups that helps commercially experienced graduates with
co-op work experience.
Communitech previously offered another program called

it brings youth to manufacturing, knowing the demographics

Foundry, which is now obsolete, making the list of

we’re facing.”

manufacturing programs for youth even more limited.

Mike Tidy, general manager of Digital Solutions at

“Other than colleges and universities that have

Cambridge, Ont.-based ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc.,

manufacturing-focused labs, we don’t have that kind of

said ATS offers co-ops as a way to help train new talent, then

talent, that sort of capacity or a place to develop that talent,”

see if there’s a match and an interest in the organization.

Sterian said.

“We have heavily invested in co-ops in a variety of different

Myers acknowledged there are education and training

places … That backs the discussion of our post-secondary

systems in Canada, where parts of the solution are provided,

education institutions and preparing people for work,” Tidy

“but not the whole thing.” He emphasized the need for a more

said. “I think the co-op program is a great way to leverage that,

integrated system.

and it’s something we do a significant amount of, as well as
providing the training.”
While co-ops help to provide experience to youth and
train them for working in the field, Jason Dowd, CCRM

“We need to have some way of integrating both the business
and the tech sides, recognizing that operating systems are
changing at the same time.”
That requires manufacturers to be proactive and as part of

vice-president of science and technology, argues co-op

the education system, provide work-integrated learning

programs are not long enough to fully train new talent. “By

opportunities to engage with young people and show them

the time I’ve trained them, they’re out the door. Co-ops

there really are great careers in manufacturing.
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Continued from page 13

Prince Edward Island that has learned to harness data to
improve its bottom line. It has traditional manufacturing
processes on a fairly small scale, and the company’s first step
was to look at process and productivity improvement through
Lean and other methods. From there it got into metering and
gathering more detailed measurements and data points from
its production lines. “Now they’re at a point where they’re
collecting a few thousand data points every day.”
He said the company is looking at artificial intelligence and
other analytics to help crunch the numbers and take it to the
next level.
“They’re using the technology to help bump up how many
widgets they can get out the door, and getting them out the door
faster with lower production costs. That’s a progression that
we’re seeing with many smaller companies as they go through
this process,” McNeil-Smith concluded.
“Every company that produces hard goods is looking for
ways to increase the revenue stream,” said Tidy, who sees
ATS as more of a service business, providing services for
the machines it sells. “We’re helping with your reliability,
operational excellence services and software.”
He said having a data stream and using IIoT is one way of
tracking knowledge from almost cradle to grave. “It allows
the companies to open up that broader spectrum of services
they can offer that are great ways of generating high-margin
revenues.”

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
Loftus said analytics are crucial to make the right decisions and
pick the right technology implementations. “For any proper
business plan, I need to collect information that’s factual
and stop with the gut-feel. The only way to properly do that
is to collect that information and do the analytics on it and

16% of respondents are developing new products.
IMAGE: WLADIMIR1804 - STOCK.ADOBE.COM


[On security] There’s
training to be done with
people on new systems, so
they learn what the proper
protocol is for behaving. It’s
protecting the integrity of
the entire ecosystem.
– Hannah Fung

understand where the lowest hanging fruit is.”
He explained that collecting, analyzing and making decisions
based on data “minimizes the investment for your company and
it maximizes your return.”
This appears to be something our survey respondents
recognize as their use of analytics has risen to 28% compared to
14% in last year’s survey.
Hannah Fung is the marketing director of textile manufacturer
Myant Inc. The Etobicoke, Ont., company knits sensors and
actuators into textiles, giving them the ability to sense and react
to the human body. She said increased analytics functionality
can be explained by “the fact that you must have more people
on board with IIoT.”
Jason Dowd is the vice-president of science and technology
for CCRM, a Toronto-based accelerator that develops and
commercializes cell and gene therapies and regenerative
medicine technologies. He believes when it comes to
engagement with analytics, equipment manufacturers have
really stepped up their game. “We have companies that are
providing pieces of equipment where every piece of data that’s
generated will go back to their headquarters.
“They often have proprietary tech embedded in their
equipment. At least two in our labs right now send back
information about: who is running [the equipment] when, what
was the protocol run on it, and all the rest, so they get that
constant harvesting of data.”
Myrick said, “Analytics also play a heavy role in companies
trying to shift from preventive maintenance to predictive
maintenance type operations, and trying to understand how
equipment is running, what their failure points are.”
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Every company that
produces hard goods
is looking for ways to
increase the revenue
stream.
– Mike Tidy

Tidy said more integrative software that has the ability
to communicate across different systems has helped foster
engagement with analytics.
“It’s one thing if I’m collecting data, but if I can’t talk to the
other machines collecting it or even interface with my other
systems to aggregate the data, that becomes a bit of an issue.
We’re starting to see that being overcome.”

Managing the data
To capture and manage the crucial data required for advanced
manufacturing operations, 69% of respondents are using
spreadsheets, enterprise resource planning (ERP) makes up
31%, material requirements planning (MRP) systems are used
by 24% and 32% still use manual paperwork. Only 18% are
employing sensors to capture data.
“In terms of operational excellence and execution, Canadians
really have a high tolerance for inefficiency,” Corker said.
“In Canada, 90% of small and midsize manufacturers aren’t
even using barcoding on the shop floor. So, we’ve got a way
to go to get things like ERP and MRP implemented. Then the
challenge will be how do we integrate that with the sensors and
IIoT.”
Myrick, describing ERP as an Industry 3.0 technology, said it’s
a last era system that should have been developed more.
“The problem has become a lot of your ERP systems are a
cookie-cutter, one-system-fits-all approach … Unless you have
the resources to really invest in making the ERP system or MRP
system work for you, the system is not helping enhance your
business and how it operates.”
Dussin sees a lot of companies that have bought an MRP or
ERP system, but people aren’t necessarily using them because
the process on the shop floor hasn’t changed. Paperwork systems
alongside ERP systems create parallel processes. “If you’re
not going to change the way you do things, the technology isn’t
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going to be used or isn’t going to help you.”
Tidy agreed, “If you don’t have proper operational procedures
and aren’t making enhancements and improvements on that, it
makes no difference.”
Use of sensors and big data was much higher among
respondents who are applying IIoT (47%), and Myers said
this makes a lot of sense. “The companies that do adopt
Manufacturing 4.0 systems are further ahead [in data
collection], but we’ve got a lot of companies that have yet to
enter into the realm of Manufacturing 3.0.”

Cloud 9
With respect to storing data, 65% of respondents have invested
in cloud technology in the last 12 months, 42% plan to invest
over the next three to five years and 47% use cloud systems to
store operational data (this is 69% for those who identify as
currently applying IIoT).
Myrick said the move to cloud is encouraging. It means that
security concerns around cloud storage are being solved. He
explained, “A lot of reluctance to put information on the cloud
in the past was more a fear of protecting intellectual property.
Now as solutions start to emerge, and they demonstrate their
security, it will continue to be more and more adapted as we go
forward in the future.”
Corker said one barrier to cloud adoption is Canada lagging
in getting internet bandwidth to factories. “[There] are lot of
bandwidth bottlenecks in place right now.”
“If we look at what options are available for operational data,
I would always start with the business case first, then figure
out where you want to put it. Whether it’s on-premise or cloud,
whatever’s going to work out well for you.”
Corker said more manufacturers need to adopt ERP, sensors
and more sophisticated data gathering. “That infrastructure’s
got to be underway before we can really take advantage of using
cloud for anything.”

Use of anlyatics has risen to 28% compared to 14% in last year’s survey.
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TECHNOLOGY
APPLYING IIoT – 179 replies

Total

Currently
applying

Have
a plan

Evaluating

Not
familiar

Improving efficiency/productivity

41%

73%

60%

30%

3%

Improving maintenance functions

29%

55%

43%

23%

0%

Analytics functionality

28%

53%

50%

15%

0%

Tying in business data shop floor to top floor

27%

51%

37%

23%

0%

Tracking materials, shop floor assets

27%

49%

40%

18%

3%

Developing new services/revenue streams

18%

31%

33%

15%

0%

Developing smart products

16%

27%

30%

8%

3%

Consolidating control rooms

11%

16%

27%

3%

0%

Not currently applying IIoT

38%

—

—

—

90%

IIoT ENGAGEMENT – 122 replies
30%

Currently applying IIoT capabilities

17%

Have plan, investing in technology for
deployment in next 12 months

23%

In the process of evaluating its
relevance to operations

16%

Not familiar with IIoT capabilities

14%

Not applicable

BENEFITS FROM TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES
180 replies

LEVEL OF AUTOMATION – 122 replies
Machines, processes
require significant
human
involvement

Minor
automation,
processes mostly
require human
involvement

TOTAL

Experienced a benefit

76%

Reducing downtime

38%

Increased throughput

34%

Increased quality of product

33%

Product innovation

28%

Reduced staff requirements

23%

New revenue streams

19%

Reducing time to market

19%

Other

9%

None of these

24%

Machine-driven,
some human
intervention

17%
30%

No automation
systems in place

13%
1%

Primarily
machine-driven
systems, minimal
human intervention

39%

USING MACHINE LEARNING – 123 replies

12%

10%

One area
of the
organization

Several areas
of the
organization

2%

76%

Throughout
the
organization

Not
at all
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TECHNOLOGY (continued)
RATE THE FOLLOWING – 155 replies
87%

Emerging technologies allow small companies
to compete globally

82%

I see IIoT as a business growth opportunity

82%

Industry 4.0 is a great concept, but challenging
to implement

77%

Systems are designed with input from those
who use them

75%

Employees are empowered to ask “Why” and
challenge processes

75%

Upper management at our company supports
Industry 4.0

73%

Data is complicated and requires special knowledge

65%

Investing in new technology raises the company’s
cybersecurity risk

REASONS FOR NOT INVESTING IN INDUSTRY 4.0 – 151 replies
28%

Difficulties integrating advanced technologies in existing systems

28%

Lack of skills to support investment

25%

Lack of financing and support

23%

Lack of adequate information about advanced technologies

65%

There is more to gain from new technologies for
the smaller operations

23%

Not sure where to start

62%

Canadian culture is risk averse

23%

Too costly

62%

Machinery replacement is a massive investment and
will cause downtime we can’t afford

21%

Investment not necessary for continuing operations

62%

Our company will pay more for innovation

19%

Not convinced of economic benefit

50%

Canada is a world leader in adopting new
technologies

19%

Uncertainty, risk and disruption

44%

Decision making at our company is in the hands of
elders who can be frightened of new tech

17%

Lack of support or services from government

42%

I know where to find government programs to
help with new technology investments

15%

At my age, I don’t see the value in investing in
new technologies

14%

Concerned about exposure to cybersecurity threats

14%

Weak customer demand

Tidy also recommended caution. “Just because it’s cloud
doesn’t mean it’s better. It just means it can be easier, but not
always. If you’re doing IIoT and its higher level functions, you
get into some of those communications and connectivity issues
that certainly can be challenging.”
Dussin said Alps Welding added fibre internet to its factory
in February. “Only because we paid for it and we pushed and
kicked to get it there. A lot of our neighbours still don’t have it.
We were moving towards more cloud services before that. And
we were just running into a brick wall. We couldn’t get anything
done because of it. The bandwidth wasn’t there … When we
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bought our ERP system a couple of years ago we decided to
keep it on-premise because we just knew it wouldn’t work if it
was cloud-based. We didn’t have the bandwidth. Now we do.
But it’s still not a clear choice – that the cloud is always better.”
Dussin explained cloud services can lock businesses into
annual payments, while on-premise solutions give more
financial flexibility. “If you’ve got software and you want to
freeze a version [instead of upgrading] for a while, you have
an option to do that. But once you’re in the cloud, you’re really
locked into a software-as-a-service model.”
Loftus said when Innovative Automation implemented an
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updated ERP system, “the cost modeling to go on-premise
versus cloud was about a 19-month crossover. At 19 months
it became more cost effective to host internally than to go to
cloud … The point here is, it’s new, but it may not be better.”

A lot of reluctance to put

Building moats

information on the cloud in

Most respondents are concerned about the safety of this data,
with 72% rating a high level of concern over cybersecurity.
Sixty-eight per cent reported being the victim of a cyberattack, with the most common form being phishing (54%).
Sixty-eight per cent of respondents think they have done
enough to protect their business from cyber-attacks, while
32% don’t.
Myrick said when LAPP was introducing a new MES
system, it had to work with possible integrators on security
plans. “Once we decided where we wanted to go, we had to
put together a full-scale training program to talk about what
can be done, what can’t be done, what kind of links we were
going to put in place, what kind of links we weren’t going to
put in place and how we were actually going to manage that
system to ensure we had the proper firewalls in place … We
actually delayed our project for about a year and a half while
we made sure we had the security piece of it in place,” Myrick
said.
“You see the horror stories of companies being breached
and it presented a real challenge, but at the end of the day, it
came down to really evaluating what we needed to put on the
cloud, understanding how we’re going to protect the data and
then train our employees.”
Fung said Myant’s chief security concern as a textile
manufacturer is intellectual property theft. “A lot of these
garments that we’re knitting are programmed, so there are
programs for specific designs and that stuff is protected in the
cloud.
“When you analyze that system, that process, a lot of
the challenges are in the human bottlenecks. If you look at
something like a phishing attack, the weakness of the system
is where the humans are … There’s training to be done with
people on new systems, so they learn what the proper protocol
is for behaving. It’s protecting the integrity of the entire
ecosystem.”
Sterian said industries such as aerospace and defense
are setting the bar for security. “No USBs are allowed on
any machine or in the factory, simple things like two-step
verification when working remote … Things that have already
been established in high reliability, high-risk industries can be
implemented across the board.”

the past was more a fear

Building on the foundation
As managers and executives seek to improve operations,
a particularly thorny issue is how they can integrate new

of protecting intellectual
property.
– Keith Myrick

technology into their existing legacy systems. Twenty-eight
per cent of respondents said that integrating advanced tech into
existing systems is a significant challenge.
Fung said Myant is in a unique position. “We knit sensors
and actuators into textiles. This is not something that can
be done with traditional processes, so everything we do, it’s
advanced manufacturing. It’s 3D robotic knitting,” she said.
If Myant were to help another company create a similar
operation, it wouldn’t be possible to just layer advanced
technology over top of traditional machine processes. For that
reason, she isn’t surprised manufacturers struggle upgrading
legacy systems.
At the same time, Fung noted people are also cutting, sewing
and hand-piecing things together on sewing machines. “That’s
where the real challenge is. We’re in a very nascent stage of
integrating human-powered operations with the machinepowered operations.”
Getting legacy systems to speak to advanced software is a
tall order, Myrick said. “You have to make sure you design
a common platform or platforms that can co-speak to each
other. There are technologies coming out now that actually
accomplish that. In fact, you have some of the integration
companies that are saying they specifically tailor toward
ensuring equipment can speak to each other in different
formats.”
Tidy said ATS has worked on the issue of integrating
their automation technology with legacy systems, using a
platform called Illuminate Manufacturing Intelligence. “A
lot of companies getting into automation, they start with a
simple process. They may start with a workstation or a few
workstations, and from there, they semi-automate, then they
fully automate. And then, they’re collecting lots of data.”
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People are spending more
time trying to make the new
system do things the way
the old system did them,
rather than adapting to a
new way of doing things.
– Scott McNeil-Smith

He said helping customers move from that manual stage to
automation and their hybrids in-between is something most
IIoT systems don’t deal with. They just want to deal with the
new, shiny, exciting stuff and not the legacy and not the people
side of it.”
Loftus said the process of updating existing machines can
be prohibitive for many. “The big issue is when you’re into
semi-automatic or manual, it’s not just collecting the data. You
have to go back and shut the machine down, add sensing, create
the infrastructure to actually collect the data, write the custom
software, then apply it. And sometimes the cost of doing this
starts to approach the price of replacing it.”

STUMBLING IN THE DARK
However companies choose to adopt IIoT, they need the skills
and resources to enable and manage this adoption, and our
survey suggests these might not be readily available. Twentyeight per cent of respondents said a lack of skills is a barrier to
adoption (23% said so last year).
Tidy said, “As you continue to add capabilities and
requirements to what you want out of manufacturing and IIoT
in particular, that integration piece gets way more complex.
And that’s where you need those skilled resources you
probably don’t have. You’re looking to outside contractors or
interviewing systems integrators to do that.”
“When you start getting complicated and require specific
tasks and techniques that you don’t have within your
organization, it becomes extremely difficult to make a business
case for doing it,” Myrick said.
One of the biggest challenges for manufacturers is the lack
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of standards for technology, according Corker. “There’s an
array of open source, proprietary, closed systems and complex
components. It’s Ikea in the sense that if you’re a small to
mid-sized company, you have to put all this stuff together.
“Manufacturers are really acting as a general contractor to
try and integrate all these things. That skill set doesn’t exist
inside manufacturing companies, so the risk, the cost and the
outcome of these projects really start to escalate in terms of
coming off the rails and not delivering the business outcomes
people are looking for.”
Dussin agreed. “A lot of managers and manufacturing
companies don’t have the skills or the knowledge to
understand what technology is available and to understand
what it’s going to do for the business. The technology is
changing so quickly that what you knew two years ago
doesn’t really matter anymore.”
He said most business owners or managers are stumbling
in the dark hoping they make the right decision on the right
technology.
“There’s something to be said for key decision makers on
technology investments needing some support, education and
standards.”
Jean-Pierre Giroux, EMC’s president and McNeil-Smith’s
colleague, said his organization has been focusing on
training supervisors and managers “in basic problem-solving,
continuous improvement, Lean 101.”
He explained, “In manufacturing, about 85% of the
workforce report to supervisors, so they’re essential. They’re
critical to the future of manufacturing, so having them welltrained, having them understanding the basics of problemsolving, continuous improvement and lean will lead to [wellthought-out] projects.”

Changing technology, changing culture
When it comes to managing change within organizations,
34% of our respondents described themselves as somewhat
experienced, while only 9% said they had vast experience

Only 18% of manufacturers are employing sensors to capture data.
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28% of respondents said a lack of skills is a barrier to technology adoption.

with change management and 25% are using a formal change
management strategy.
Forty-one per cent of respondents cited resistance to change,
and 27% cited a lack of leadership vision as challenges in
developing and implementing technology strategies.
Loftus said demographics factor into resistance to change.
“We have a huge demographic of small business owners that
are [close to] retirement. They’re not making these investments
because they’re riding it out to the end. ‘I’m making money, I’m
doing okay. I could probably be more profitable. But I’m going
to capitalize on what I’ve got, sell for what I can and move
forward.’”
Here is how the survey’s age demographics look: 41% of our
respondents are between 56 and 65 years old, 28% are between
46 and 55 and only 5% are 35 and younger.
McNeil-Smith had an idea about resistance to change.
He said it can be attributed to how new technologies are
implemented. “People are spending more time trying to make
the new system do things the way the old system did them,
rather than adapting to a new way of doing things.”
He said resistance to change comes from not just company
culture, but a lack of skills and capacity as well. “There does

IMAGE: VECTORFUSIONART - STOCK.ADOBE.COM

need to be supports in place so you get them to a comfort level
that the new way becomes adopted more quickly.”
Myers said peer-to-peer networking organizations like EMC
and ReMAP help manufacturers build a support network and
share data, challenges and experiences.

There seems to be a
tendency in Canada to try
to do it yourself and we’re
frankly too small to try to
do it ourselves.
– Jason Dowd
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“If it’s in terms of skills development, or in terms of ability
to manage technology or use data or anything else, we look for
individual solutions,”
Myers said manufacturers need to foster a greater culture of
collaboration and work together to achieve common outcomes,
especially when it comes to skills and technology adoption.
Dowd noted CCRM’s experience with collaborations.
“If they’ve got a particular piece of equipment that we find
interesting, that might be a prototype or late-prototype level,
then I’ll do an exchange for that piece of equipment to be in our
labs for, say, three years, and we’ll offer up our expertise to run
it and generate data for that.”
Dowd also had some exchanges involving technology
evaluations. “They will come to us and say, ‘Okay, well, we’ve
got this interesting piece of tech, but we don’t have the labs to
test it and evaluate it and see if it’s real or not.’”
He concluded, “There seems to be a tendency in Canada to
try to do it yourself and we’re frankly too small to try to do it
ourselves. And we have to collaborate in-group together to be
more effective.”

Industry 4.0

FEEDBACK
Manufacturing executives responding
to the 2021 Advanced Manufacturing
Outlook survey had an opportunity
to write in comments about their
experiences with Industry 4.0. Here are
some of their insights (edited).

Regardless of what plans firms have, implementation costs
loom over every decision, and government support for these
endeavours can be critical for small manufacturers. However,
17% of respondents (10% last year) said that lack of support
and services from the government is a reason for not investing
in technology, and 25% cited a lack of financing as a barrier
to investment. A further 60% (up from 46% last year) said
funding challenges are impeding developing and implementing
technology strategies.
Corker said the prevailing government funding paradigm in
Canada per single company. “So, every manufacturing company
applies on their own … There is actually no sharing on what’s
going on. Obviously, if it’s intellectual property and it’s a
product innovation, that’s one thing. But if it’s just a process
innovation, there’s a high likelihood lots of companies could
have similar looking process issues.”
Sterian said there is a lot of confusion about government
funds. “There is, number one, confusion as to where to apply.
And then once you do apply, the probability of actually getting

• We currently have a robust information system on the floor that
tracks equipment and provides new opportunities to improve

processes and the current information system that’s doing the
tracking.

• We have evolved a custom ERP system that’s intimately related to

our operations. It starts from product APQP and goes all the way to

parts submission warranty and continues to consistent part
repeatability.

• ERP and MRP systems are too costly for small businesses. And they
are not flexible.

TECHNOLOGY

• We are currently experimenting with artificial intelligence to reduce
menial jobs on our production floor.

• Automation is always helpful and reduces downtime. It helps do
analysis quicker and more logically.

DATA

• I trained staff to analyze and visualize data, optimize processes by
measuring/reducing variation and develop leading indicators for

maintenance and scheduling that improved asset performance
and equipment capability. We improved OEE by 8% in six months
and were on track to hit 11% improvement by the third quartile.
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A HELPING HAND

PERFORMANCE

• We have been able to streamline our process and take out waste.
• Our improvements have helped us better evaluate each operator’s

performance and benchmark so best practices can be determined

from shift-to-shift and employee-to-employee.
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the funding is very low.”
Sterian argued governments should focus on pushing
manufacturers toward economic development in their localities
and pushing them to get involved in government procurement.
“As we’ve seen now in PPE, there are gaps in our supply chain.
Can we make those stronger? And those supply chains don’t
have to just stay in healthcare. They could be in automotive,
aerospace, telecommunications, and those could all be growth
industries.”
Dussin provided a manufacturer’s perspective.
“What I see is a kind of a hodgepodge or a patchwork of
programs that companies have to access to implement these
projects. If I want to buy a new piece of machinery, I can
get an accelerated capital cost allowance, but that’s just on
the hardware. If I’m going to buy a new machine, I’ve got to
do some process development, and maybe I can get another
program to pay for some of the consulting fees.
“Maybe I have to buy some new software and one program
is going to pay for the assessment of the software and the other
program is going to pay for the training of the software, but it’s

IoT/IIoT

• The human race is more or less already obsolete. IoT is another
stepping stone to the endgame where the machines take over.

ENGAGEMENT

• We are primitive in the application of these technologies and I do
not see any will from the top management in the near future.

• IoT requires a lot of investment that we don’t have, but more

importantly, department leaders are slow to change – they have

old-school thinking.

• Limited buy-in from staff. Upper level management is
technophobic – prefers “paper-based” systems.

• When a company is led by politicians and non-technical people

who think they know what they’re doing but aren’t capable, I don’t

expect any change.

• Our company does not understand these new technologies, what
the costs are and how they can help boost productivity.

• We are 20 years behind our peers but that’s what the top people
want so they can keep employing their own people with little

concern about the organization’s future.

COST

• Have not made decisions. Lots of good machinery innovation

offered but the question is cost and ROI – will need some practical

[On Industry 4.0 adoption]
People have to be ready
and they have to be
educated, look for the cost
benefit and then move
forward.
– Steve Loftus

• Significant ignorance exists regarding the benefits of IIoT because
expectations are set in tangible ROI, which often materializes

alongside intangible benefits that create fundamental shifts
beneficial to the business.

• We expect to see improved production quality, cost improvement
in machinery maintenance, and long term cost reduction in our

overall operations.

INVESTMENT

• Investments will depend on government support. They are very
expensive and it is tough to justify economically.

• Being a small company, we need to analyze the pros and cons of
acquiring the technology to make sure it will help the company

grow, not just a fancy gadget.

• We increased our spending on technology a few years ago and
expect that it will remain high for the foreseeable future.

• We have no growth plans beyond what we’re doing already, until
we find the proper commercial partner for our project.

• We see IT/Technology as an advantage. But we will target

resources that meet the greatest needs and expand as needed.

TRAINING

• The Government of Canada does not have any good programs to
train younger people.

figures from users, not manufacturers’ hype.
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DATA
HOW DATA IS MONETIZED – 121 replies

62%

24%

Improving
operational
efficiencies

Developing
new business
models

Leveraging
supply chain/
customers

Adding
new services
to existing
offerings

28%

22%

18%
Developing
analytics
capabilities for
external sale

Spreadsheets, such as Excel

48%

Accounting package

32%

Manual paperwork

Partnering
with similar
companies

None
of the
above

12%

USING CLOUD SYSTEMS – 125 replies

COLLECTING AND USNG DATA – 122 replies

69%

23%

33%
NO

47%
YES

31% Integrated ERP for supply chain
24% MRP

20%

Not really

18% Sensors-big data

AREAS TO IMPROVE DATA – 124 replies

67%

59%

44%

Sales

Customer
support

Production

39%
Supply
chain

going to exclude the cost of the actual software. Then I end up
having to put together all these different financing pieces.”
Myers agreed with the assessment that government support
in Canada is patchwork, “It’s up to the manufacturer to go
around and shop for the right funding … It’s piecemeal and it
really doesn’t give you the whole solution.
“What we’re trying to do at NGen is take more of a
syndicated funding approach. We’ll also bring in co-investors
into that project where it makes sense … You bring companies
together and you come up with better solutions or better ways
of creating value than people can achieve on their own.”
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34%
Enterprise
planning

29%
Warehouse

22%

11%

Distribution

None of
these

Dowd said CCRM secured an NGen grant and “it took us
awhile to get all the contracts. We’re still figuring out the last
little bits of that, but you need the business plan and you need
something that’s going to be sustaining.”
McNeil-Smith agreed firms need to approach funding
opportunities with a solid business case. “We’ve seen, for
example, in Ontario, FedDev [a federally-administered
economic support program for southern Ontario] will get
behind the acquisition of new equipment where there’s jobs
involved or job creation, or sustaining jobs.”
But he said reliance on the funding can be detrimental
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long-term. “Providing the appropriate incentives is key, but to
making sure companies are acting proactively on their own is
also important.”
EMC’s Giroux added, “I still see there’s a bit of a gap when
it comes to making the next move for a project. There probably
needs to be more help on that side.”
Loftus said government funding has been a mixed bag of
success for Innovative Automation.
“We’ve had great success in certain areas and other areas
we cannot get any traction. A lot of it has to do with how you
communicate what you’re doing on those documents that you
have to fill out for government funding.”
Loftus said one way governments could help is by providing
educational tools for navigating funding forms, and to
standardize the help that is available across different levels of
government.

A lot of companies
manufacture, they
don’t design their own
products. We need to link
manufacturing a lot closer
to design.
– Irene Sterian

Oh Canada?
The challenges inherent in technology adoption are many,
but one that doesn’t show up on a balance sheet is a lack
of confidence in Canada as a tech leader. Only half of our
respondents think Canada is a world leader in adopting new
technology, and almost two thirds (62%) believe Canadian
culture is risk-averse.
Myers believes this might be a misconception. “If you
look at a rate of investment in new machinery equipment and
technology in Canada versus the United States – not in terms
of the amount of investment, but as a proportion of cash flow –
Canadian manufacturers on average, over the last 20 years, have
actually invested more of their cash flow in new technology
than American manufacturers.
“We only have something like 250 manufacturers in the
country that employ over 500 people. There are 37,000 in the
United States, that’s why their rate of investment in technology
is so high.”
Myers said more focus is needed on the factors that can help
smaller companies grow. “We have a pretty strong presence and
huge capabilities, but we’ve got to do more to figure out how we
can leverage all those capabilities.”
Trade Comissioner Picareillo agreed that size works against
Canadian companies on the world stage. “The majority of
the companies are too small to have achieved the level of
technology we see around the world.”
He believes Canada’s recent free trade deal with Europe and
other treaties could be a recipe for growth. Exporting allows
companies “to be more competitive, to be able to move out of
their natural environment.”
He has seen Italian companies competing abroad for business
that have thrived, while those just covering the domestic market
struggle.
“Canada really has to widen the approach,” Picareillo

concluded.
Dussin sees Canadian manufacturing (mostly in southern
Ontario), as on par with other manufacturing centres in the
world (Japan, Germany, Italy, South Korea). “We punch in
that league and yet we are not proud of it. Politically, I don’t
think there’s been enough emphasis placed on the importance
of manufacturing strategically as a sector. And that permeates
through the whole culture. You ask people in your regular,
everyday life what do they buy that’s made in Canada, they
probably don’t even know.”

Weathering the COVID storm
One of the more surprising statistics in our survey is that 50%
of respondents said they haven’t changed their technology
spending plans in light of the pandemic.
Myrick said, “As COVID comes into play, people are
reassessing their business strategies and I think some would be
investing more and some would be pulling back, depending on
the health of their overall organization.”
He believes visionary individuals – or companies – would
actually be pushing forward with more investment in some type
of platform that may help make their businesses less people/
body centric.
McNeil-Smith said for EMC member companies, “we’re
hearing cautious optimism. All the underlying issues and
opportunities are still there. It’s just how companies can
navigate them with their current constraints.”
Loftus said of Innovative Automation’s pandemic reaction,
“The plan might get modified or slowed down a bit, but the plan
really doesn’t change. If you had sound business plans before
the pandemic, they should be sound business plans afterward.
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CYBERSECURITY
ATTACKS OR BREACHES – 120 replies
Data breach or loss
of proprietary data,
personal or financial
information

Breach
through a
third-party
vendor

Phishing
attack

5%

54%
No breach
or attack

33%

Any breach
or attack 57%

8%

Targeted
external
cyber attack

14%

Watering
hole attack

8%

Banking or other
financial attack

Data
encryption of
business systems

GOVERNANCE POLICY IN PLACE – 120 replies

CONCERN ABOUT CYBER RISKS – 119 replies
Somewhat
concerned

40%
Very
concerned

23%

Not at all
concerned

30%
7%

12%

9%

Not very
concerned

Currently
applying

Have a
plan

28%

13%

Evaluating

Not
applicable /
familiar

28%

17%

SECURITY MEASURES TAKEN – 120 replies

61%
Security
infrastructure

33%
Data
privacy
controls

A
cybersecurity
strategy

53%

28

Cybersecurity
risk
assessments/
review

31%

24%
Crisis
management
procedures and/
or a business
continuity plan

A cyber
breach
response
plan

14%
None
of the
above

23%
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68% of respondents reported being the victim of a cyber-attack.
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The other thing is, most business plans were queuing up or
should have queued up for some kind of a slowdown in the
economy anyhow.”
For many manufacturers there are more questions than
answers, Fung said. “Do you need to be investing now so
that you’re ready, that you don’t get disrupted later, or worse,
another pandemic comes? Who knows what’s coming down
the pipe, right?”
Sterian said the City of Toronto and the Toronto Region
Board of Trade are focusing COVID recovery efforts
on acceleration of investment in and adoption of digital
manufacturing, so there are opportunities amidst the crisis.
Myers said he believes companies will still invest in
technology, but given the cash crunch COVID has created,
those investments will be lower than they were in the past.
Dowd said now that the initial noise of the pandemic shock
has died down, there’s going to be some rebalancing. “There’s
certainly going to be some industries where it’s questionable
what you’re going to do, but at least in the healthcare sector,
COVID is an increase in production. There’s a lot more
interest in the science and the treatments.”

automation and these islands of tech. They can leverage the
data that will be successful in the future.”
Myers looked back at how far manufacturing has come.
“It was only a few years ago where the adoption of Industry
4.0 and advanced digital technologies was less than 10%
of companies. We’re seeing more companies adopt this, or
looking to adopt it.” But he cautioned, “It’s a journey and it
doesn’t happen overnight.”
Myrick touched on the international picture. “Every
organization now is a global organization, whether they want
to be, or not, because we’re competing on a global level.
Whether you have presence – say a brick and mortar presence
– in another region, you’re competing in those regions.”
Canada is abound with opportunity, according to
Corker. “There are so many opportunities in Canada
for manufacturers with all the trade agreements and the
educational institutions, it’s a great country to produce goods
in. It’s a great country to be a technology provider.”
“There’s a lot of great manufacturing happening here,
and it’s high tech,” Fung said. “But there’s a lot of work
to be done terms of changing perceptions about what
manufacturing is.”
Loftus said examining the Outlook report data “forces me
to not just read the numbers, but think about them and how
they apply. It allows me to benchmark my own business to
say, where am I, and what should I be thinking about?”
Tidy mused on how remote work will fuel future
innovations. “It’s not just that people aren’t going into the
office or may not be on the floor, but that one person who’s
in Malaysia, who’s a real expert on your process may not
be available to fly to Canada anymore to actually fix that
machine. So, how are you using data and remote technology

[On Canadian
manufacturers] The

FINAL THOUGHTS

majority of the companies

To cap off our roundtable discussion, panelists provided final
thoughts on the present and future of Industry 4.0 in Canada
and the potential of Canadian manufacturing.
Dowd observed COVID has up-ended a lot of industries in
different sectors, but he believes this challenging and strange
year will be an outlier in the grand outlook for manufacturing
in Canada.
Sterian put it simply, “I think every company is a tech
company and every company has automation, but it’s
really the companies that can best connect these islands of

are too small in order to
have achieved the level of
technology we see around
the world.
– Matteo Picariello
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We don’t have to worry as
much about how are we
going to convince people to
use technology. We have to
worry more about keeping
up with the tools people
want and request.
– Dennis Dussin

to help that person who used to be on the plane all the time?”
Picariello also stressed that Industry 4.0 technologies
bypass distance. “I don’t know if – for countries or industries
– the proximity to the provider of digitalization technology,
the robot manufacturers or the system integrators can be a
winning factor or not.”
For Dussin, Industry 4.0 has changed the way businesses
look at technology on a fundamental level. “It used to be

that if you were adopting technology, you might have some
kind of competitive advantage and you might do better than
your competitors. I think that’s changing. The adoption of
technology isn’t necessarily a matter of doing better. I think
it’s a matter of just being in the game.”
“In my view, we need to make sure we’re emphasizing the
focus on internal capacity development,” said McNeil-Smith.
“And as that continues to grow within each manufacturer,
the resistance to change, the resistance to adopting the
technologies and the kind of the pace of adoption will all
improve over time.”
Giroux said technology adoption can’t be successful without
a shift in culture. “There is a cultural shift that is needed for a
more relevant workplace, more competitive, more productive
and more skill in appealing the younger generation. We’re
desperately looking for people, so let’s put manufacturing on
the radar!”
As manufacturers look to make it through the rest of 2020
and turn the page on a year to forget, it’s worth reflecting on
just how transformative this time of crisis has been. The shift
to remote work, the necessities of social distancing, the strain
on supply chains and the increasing impetus to accomplish
more with fewer resources are all funneling manufacturers
toward increased adoption of advanced technologies. It
is said that necessity is the mother of invention, and as
companies meet adversity with ingenuity at every turn, that
is a hard sentiment to argue with. The future defined by
Industry 4.0 is inevitable, and we are heading there a lot
faster than we were just a few months ago.

2020 has been a transformative year for manufacturing, facilitating the shift to remote work and pushing technology adoption.
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